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In Harm’s Way: StarCluster - An Introduction
In the game of In Harm's Way: StarCluster, you play an active mem-
ber of the SaVaHuTa armed forces. You could take the characters in
this game and use it to play mercenaries in the Cluster, but that is not
the intent of the game. Notice is the engine that drives things. By
accumulating Notice, your characters can gain rank, change lifestyles,
and gain control over their situation. 

Notice Notice is gained by being exceptional - exceptionally good actions
gain positive Notice, and exceptionally stupid actions bring negative
Notice. Notice is awarded in character by your superiors at the con-
clusion of your action, when you make your report. 

Positive Notice Positive Notice comes in the form of your superior complimenting
your character on his success, mentioning your character by name in
reports, citing your character for medals, and generally making it
known to senior command that your character is a person to be
trusted with executing orders properly - in short, your character is
worthy of promotion. 

Negative Notice Negative Notice is expressed as verbal tongue-lashings, reluctance to
put your character in charge of anything important, blame for
screwups, and general distrust from your character's superiors - in
short, your character is not worthy of promotion, and may not have
deserved previous promotions.

SaVaHuTa and the 
SaVaHuTa Military

The League of Sastras, Vantors, Humans, and Tagris - or SaVaHuTa -
is a military-trading alliance, not a nation. Its members are worlds,
not people. Members can leave the alliance at any time, and some-
times do, though this is not at all frequent, as there are enormous
infrastructure costs attendant on such a move. Alien worlds can pos-
sibly be members, but the group or GM must decide how common
this practice is. As an alliance, the SaVaHuTa leadership is typically
fragmented, and any policy is a result of compromise among the var-
ious power blocks. In addition, SaVaHuTa has several fundamental
principles which it and all its member-states must abide by. These
principles are:

No slavery of sapients. Sapients must be paid for the work they do, though some of this pay
can be applied to paying off a debt of indenture for creating a crea-
ture, robotic or bioroid.

Ownership of intellectual prop-
erty. 

Since shipping things through space is expensive, most commerce is
in the form of licensing of intellectual property - designs registered in
one place may be manufactured by whoever licenses them. Conse-
quently, IP is rigorously policed. Without respect for IP, commerce
falls apart.

Members do not attack each 
other. 

Armed interference in another member state's affairs is not to be
countenanced without consequence.

Acceptance of the SaVaHuTa 
credit system. 

Transfers of wealth between nations use the credit system, and credits
can be used to pay for all debts, public and private. Other monetary
systems can be used alongside credits, but cannot replace the credit
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system. Credit transfers between worlds are made by soul-printed
couriers.

World government militaries 
become a separate but inte-
gral part of the SaVaHuTa mil-
itary. 

The Royal Gloriannan Space Navy, or the Citizen Army of Mickey's
Birthday, or any other member state’s armed forces are part of the
SaVaHuTa Military, and must coordinate with the rest of the
SaVaHuTa military at all levels. This is part of the infrastructure cost
of leaving the League.

The Tiers of MembershipThere are four tiers of membership in SaVaHuTa - Colonizer, State,
Colony, and Affiliate. Worlds can move from one tier to another -
Colonies can become States, States can become Colonizers, Coloniz-
ers can become States. 

ColonizerColonizers are States which have at least one current Colony. While
the Colony is in process, Colonizers vote not only their own vote as a
State, but also their Colonies’ votes. There are often tight ties - of lan-
guage, culture, and commerce - between a Colonizer and it’s former
Colonies. They tend to vote together, forming what are known as
Blocks. These Blocks are powers in the Han House.

StatesStates are full members of the Alliance. They have a vote in the Han
House which they may exercise once their Colonial Debt is paid.
States must be TL 8 or higher, they must govern their entire world,
and they must have a population of at least ten million. If a State
launches a Colony, it becomes a Colonizer. Once the Colony becomes
free, the world reverts to being a State.

ColoniesColonies are worlds in the process of being settled by a Colonizer.
Colonies eventually become States in time, though sometimes that
time is long. They incur a debt to their Colonizer, the Colonial Debt,
which must be settled before they can exercise their full rights. If the
Colony is admitted as a State, but has an outstanding Colonial Debt,
the debt must be paid before they may vote in the Han House,
though the Colonizer cannot use the vote either, as they did when the
State was a Colony.

AffiliatesAffiliates are usually small entities - space stations, hunting and
nature preserves, scientific colonies, and the like, but there are also
larger entities - protectorates, backward worlds, and other entities
not suited for full admission, but possible future States. Affiliates
have no votes in the Han House, or the equivalent of the SaVaHuTa
legislature.

CitizenshipSavaHuTa awards Citizenship only to a select few people who have -
at least nominally - performed important and meritorious service for
the League. For perspective, there are proportionally more Knights
and Dames in the UK than Citizens in SaVaHuTa. The main perk of
Citizenship is the right of trial in SaVaHuTa courts rather than
World-based courts. A secondary benefit is that threatening Citizens
in any number will bring in an angry SaVaHuTa military. If a lone
Citizen is kidnapped or killed, that’s a local affair, but if it looks like
Citizens are being targeted, the SaVaHuTa military won’t hesitate to
come in.
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The SaVaHuTa 
Military

The SaVaHuTa military is divided into five service branches:

Navy The SavaHuTa Navy is responsible for offensive actions in space
between systems. The Navy operate Jump Ships, which cross the
gulfs of space between systems via Jump routes, naturally occurring
wormholes between the suns of the Cluster. Due to the impossibility
of synchronizing Jumps made with different ships, Navy ships must
be self-contained to a remarkable degree.Larger ships are always one
of three types - Ship plus Rider ships, non-Jump capable smaller
ships carried through jump by the main ship; Carriers, with their
attendant fighters and attack craft; and massive Jump Tugs capable of
carrying several large craft, particularly non-jump PDS ships,
through Jump.

Marines The SaVaHuTa Marines ride on all Navy ships. They are responsible
for security, boarding other ships, and landing parties. They are also
operated as elite landing shock troops in larger numbers. Marines
consider themselves at least the equal and probably the superior of
any Army or PDG soldier, fostering their self-image as elites, and
most of the populace thinks of them the same way.

Army The SaVaHuTa Army is responsible for long-term taking and holding
of ground. They work on planets of vastly different physical proper-
ties, their job to take and hold land, and deny it to the enemy. The
Army is also responsible for defense in the atmosphere and the
oceans of the various worlds.

Planetary Defense Space The PDS is comprised of the various State Space Navies of the mem-
ber worlds. PDS ships do not have to be Jump capable, though some
are - generally those of Colonizers whose colonies are in other sys-
tems. The main function of the PDS is to protect their home system,
and possibly that of their colonies, from aggression. Since PDS ships
are not required to Jump, with it’s consequent loss of synchronicity,
more emphasis is placed on Fleet maneuvers and specialization than
in the Navy. You find a much larger variation of ship type and quality
among the PDS forces than in the Navy.

Planetary Defense Ground The PDG is comprised of the various State Armies of the member
worlds. They are generally used on their own homeworlds and colo-
nies, though they are sometimes committed to extra-system duties.
PDG forces vary in quality and type much more than the SaVaHuTa
Army, and are usually deployed in larger formations. The PDGs
include forces responsible for air and sea-based operations, like the
SaVaHuTa Army.
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SpecialtiesThere are various Specialties within the SaVaHuTa Service Branches.
Each Specialty has a concentration of purpose, and training available
to suit its purpose. Some Specialties are available to only one Branch,
while others are available in all branches. Each Specialty has a badge
to indicate he or she is qualified to be a member of that Specialty.
Switching from one Specialty to another is not uncommon, and isn’t
difficult, being merely a matter of administration and training. When
switching Specialties, the character places the new Specialty badge
below the old one.

Special ForcesSpecial Forces, AKA SpecOps, are highly trained specialists in inser-
tion behind enemy lines. They generally work in smaller units than
most Specialties. All Special Forces use powered armor, and thus
Drop Troop training is required for all members. The various types of
Special Forces are:

Drop TroopsThe prototype SpecOps units, Drop Troops are inserted from orbit in
shielded, gel-filled capsules from Drop Ships. They use grav-chutes
to land in their powered armor. They are shock troops, using power-
ful weapons and armor as well as their own mobility as force multi-
pliers, doing damage far beyond their numbers. All SpecOps are, by
definition and training, Drop Troops, thus Drop Troops is a pre-req-
uisite for all SpecOps types.

RangersRangers are wilderness troops, trained in multiple-environment sur-
vival and operations. 

Special ForcesSpecial Forces are used for cadre training and long-time under-cover
work behind enemy lines. Given a relatively short period, Special
Forces can train up solid troops from any raw recruits.

Deadly ForcesDeadly Forces are a sub-specialty of Special Forces, who are used for
raising havoc and destruction roving behind enemy lines. All Deadly
Force troops are also Special Forces.

Extreme Environment TroopsExtreme Environment troops are hot, cold, and thin atmosphere
experts, trained in mountain, tropical, and polar work. 

ReconRecon are scouts and long range reconnaissance troops, roving
unsupported behind enemy lines, observing and reporting their dis-
coveries back to HQ.

MedicalIn addition to doctors and surgeons employed at bases and in secure
areas, some medical specialists are employed along with troop units
in the fighting. Such Specialists are called Medics in the Army and
PDG, and Corpsmen in the Navy and PDS. The Marines use Navy
Corpsmen rather than maintaining their own separate Specialists.

GunneryGunnery Specialists are trained in the use and deployment of heavy
weapons, particularly vehicle and ship-mounted weapons. Artillery -
including projectile, energy, and missile weapons - is the heart of this
Specialty.

PilotPilot Specialists are trained in maneuvering ships in vacuum, zero-G,
and in take-off and landing from orbit. Combat maneuvering in
atmosphere is not an emphasis, though it is covered. 
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Technician Technicians deal with communication, scan sensors, programming
computers, predictive logic, display systems, and other electronic
devices. They are absolutely essential in combat.

Logistics Logistics Specialists deal with supply and transportation issues. Get-
ting a combat group from point A to point B with all their gear intact,
and supplying it with the necessities in the field.

Ship Drives Ship Drives Specialists are trained in A-Grav, Fusion, M/AM, and
other types of space propulsion. Since these technologies are widely
used to supply power everywhere, they able to deal with any power
supply problem as well.

(Combat) Engineering Combat Engineers deal with infrastructure - buildings, dams,
bridges, roads, fortifications, and the like - both building it, at tearing
it down.

Infantry Infantry is the core Specialty of ground warfare. Infantry takes and
holds ground. 

Armor Armor Specialists are trained in vehicular ground combat - wheeled,
treaded, or A-Grav. 

Intelligence Intelligence Specialists are trained in various ways of gathering and
interpreting data about the enemy, including psionic means.
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The Missions of 
the SaVaHuTa Mil-
itary

The SaVaHuTa military is used for various purposes both in war and
in peacetime. As the military arm of a league of sovreign states, the
SaVaHuTa military is constrained in certain ways, as opposed to the
military arm of a unitary nation state. These restrictions, the Dicta,
define the mission of the military.

One World, One Govern-
ment

The military is tasked with preventing the formation of an Empire in
the Cluster. Any move by any power to extend its governmental con-
trol over another world permanently must be opposed, whether or
not the League is involved. Wars between worlds are not necessarily
fought with this object, but must be strictly observed in order to
determine this. If necessary to prevent this object, the military is
empowered to intervene. Member worlds found guilty of this trans-
gression are expelled from the League.

The Military is not a Step-
ping Stone to Empire

The SaVaHuTa military is itself the most dangerous of weapons, one
which may turn in the hand. Four times since the formation of the
League, Sector leaders have attempted to use the SaVaHuTa military
to create an instant empire. Each time, the plot has been discovered in
time to put it down. Each time, though, parts of the military fought
each other in a devastating civil war. Preventing such an occurrence
from happening again is a prime mission.

Piracy is an Enemy of the 
League

SaVaHuTa is a military-economic alliance. Piracy is a threat to eco-
nomic prosperity. Piracy must be ruthlessly put down wherever it
appears.

Terrorism is an Enemy of 
the League. 

Terrorism is a threat to the prosperity of the League. Terrorism
against League Members must be ruthlessly put down wherever it
appears.

Citizens are Entitled to Pro-
tection.

SaVaHuTa citizens have earned the thanks of the League, by defini-
tion. Threatening or harming Citizens risks initiating a retaliation an
order of magnitude harsher than the initial threat or harm to the
offender.

Commerce is the lifeblood 
of the League

Threatening the trade of a League Member risks initiating a retalia-
tion an order of magnitude harsher than the initial threat or harm to
the offender. If possible, trade is to be protected in areas of danger
with convoys and escorts to prevent temptation of belligerents to
prey on League shipping.

Threats to the League Will 
Not be Allowed to Stand

Threatening moves by any power against the League itself will be
met by escalation in kind. 

Member States and WarMember states are free to pursue war against other powers without
involving the League military. These incidents are considered a local
affair. The League will not become involved unless there is a threat to
the League itself. The goal of the League is to prevent widening of the
conflict to include the League itself. The purpose of this dictum is to
prevent one member State from using the entire League to solve its
problems with other Sovreign States.
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Application of These Dicta 
are at the Discretion of the 
Commander on the Scene

Communication within the Cluster is too slow to refer constantly to
higher authority. The commander on the spot has the authority to
commit forces proportional to the problem. Adjudication by higher
authority will be made after the fact

Source of Conflict The Player Characters are in the SaVaHuta Military, and deal with
conflict, The following table allows you to roll or select the source of
this year’s conflict.

Piracy Pirates are threatening Citizens and Commerce

Mutiny A portion of the Military has mutinied and refuses to obey orders

d20 Roll or 
Pick Threat

1 Piracy

2 Mutiny

3 Empire Building

4 Escort 

5 World Claim Jumping

6 Peacekeeping Mission

7 Alien Conflict

8 DC Conflict

9 Citizens in Trouble

10 Terrorism

11 Commerce Attacked

12 War with Member World Widens

13 Attempt to Break League

14 Slave Trading

15 Civil War

16 Attack by Rogue State

17 Diplomacy Fails

18 Training/War Games

19 Natural Disaster

20 Coup Attempt
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Empire BuildingSome polity or military is attempting to start a Multi-World Empire

EscortA local war is threatening Commerce.

World Claim JumpingAn illegal colony has appeared on a claimed world

Peacekeeping MissionA local situation must be diffused by stepping in

Alien ConflictWar, declared or undeclared, between the League and Aliens

DC ConflictWar, declared or undeclared, between the League and the DC

Citizens in TroubleA large group of Citizens are in harm’s way

TerrorismTerrorists are targeting the League

Commerce AttackedLeague commerce is being targeted for destruction

War with Member World Wid-
ens

A “local” war between a member world and a non-member is spread-
ing to the League itself.

Attempt to Break LeagueSome Cluster power is attempting to break the League.

Slave TradingIllicit trade in people gets to noticeable proportions.

Civil WarLeague member worlds get embroiled on opposite sides of a war.

Attack by Rogue StateA rogue independent attempts to take advantage of communications
lag with a surprise attack.

Diplomacy FailsThe diplomats determine that there is nothing to be gained by talk.

Training/War GamesA realistic training scenario is prepared and executed.

Natural DisasterA horrific disaster on a member world - or even a non-member - has
the military called in to help.

Coup AttemptSomeone attempts to take control of the League by removing leaders.

.This will give you some idea as ti the kind of conflict in store.how
long this conflict lasts is up to you. A Civil War might last three
years.or more, or be over very quickly 
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